M – After leaving an FBI MEETING, a shaken businessman, Mike Narro, told his wife the agents think their exworker, RWR, was “Cooper, and they also have evidence he sold explosives to terrorists.” (ICTL-2/2/79)
N – RWR admits to cops, newsmen and FBI that he was in the NORTHWEST at the time of jump.(ICTL-2/3/79)
O – RWR’s former ‘Nam commander, LTC Ken OVERTURF: “Of the suspects identified by FBI, Rackstraw fits
mold best. He appears crazy enough to do it and had nothing to lose by trying.” (ICTL-5/12/15; KO-p. 94)
P – When RWR called a TV news network and said he was DBC, the staff asked for proof. He explained
where he got Cooper name: Uncle Ed Cooper, the man who taught him to PARACHUTE. (ICTL-7/25/79)
Q – After the public release of the uncoded DBC Letter #5, 2 ex-Air Force commanders contacted team’s NSA
codecracker, Rick Sherwood. One gave a senior brass member’s QUOTE: “Everything you read to me
is true” about RWR’s DBC identity and his decades of CIA pilot work. (DBCooper.com, 9/14/19 release)
R – After a half-year of secret FBI negotiations, HC producers cut the team’s top 18 pieces of evidence from its
2016 program, and the feds canceled 5-year agreement to accept the RWR investigation. Later at news
event, FBI lied about seeing it: “There isn't anything new out there.” Next day, team sues for DBC file..
Six months later, federal judges gave team FOIA access to FBI’s 71,000-page Cooper file. But HQ
agents begin REDACTING references to the hijacker’s successful getaway in the monthly court doc
dumps – whiting out streets, towns, airstrips, tail numbers and names of dead farm eyewitnesses in WA
State. The 2017 agents even deleted the “D.B. Cooper” headers on 45-year-old memos sent to the
office of Dir. J. Edgar Hoover! (ICTL-11/29/16; TJC; DBCooper.com: 3/30/17 release at Case Evidence tab)
S – After 2 days of face-offs in SAN DIEGO, RWR gives the 2013 camera team 3 verbal gems: 1) “Problem
is, I don’t remember a lot of it.” 2) When told the world wants to hear his DBC story, RWR said, “Sure
they would. So would the FBI and secret indictment in Washington, D.C.” 3) As he puts his car in gear,
he’s asked why the evasiveness: “Because you guys would make such a big deal out of it.” (IC-p. 17-18)
T – When ex-stewardess TINA was shown a ’71 photo & ’79 video of RWR in 2016, she was asked (by HC) if
she’d “ever seen this guy.” She said “I don’t think so,” twice. But in the 1980s, 2 retired FBI men – Russ
Calame and Richard Tosaw – both learned Tina had significant memory loss. Calame wrote: “She tried
to cooperate but could remember very little about the skyjacking.” In Tosaw’s interview, Tina mostly
answered “I don’t remember.” A week after her ’71 ordeal, released FBI memos showed she admitted,
as a result of her “emotional state,” she “may not have related” six key interactions with DBC suspect.
(ICTL-4/11/16 & 6/19/17; the FBI 12/1/71 memo on Tina’s “emotional state” also available)

U – A week after the team held its 2018 news conference at FBI HQ and announced that RWR (74) was DBC
and an ex-CIA pilot, CNS reporter Britain Eakin phoned RWR (74) and asked him to confirm or deny he
was DBC. The veteran was UNEQUIVOCAL: “There’s no denial whatsoever, my dear.” (ICTL-2/9/18)
V – The team noticed that the 1971 jet’s boarding ticket which the FBI claimed “Dan Cooper” at signed, along
with the handprinted DBC Letter #2 (mailed to a VANCOUVER, BC paper), had parallel printing styles.
Two revered handwriting experts were asked to separately examine/compare these items: Dr. Linton
Mohammed and Forensic Examiner Mark Songer. Both concurred there were “similarities” between the
two documents which “are indications [they] were written by one person.” (ICTL-ll/27/71, plus p. 24, 91-93)
W – WHACK-a-Mole Theory: After studying RWR evidence, SC State Police (SLED) Inv. Jon Campbell wrote:
“A master criminal like RWR appears once every couple of years. Between July-December in ’71, you
have documented 3 within 100 miles of each other in the Northwest—veteran real estate Pilot RWR, a
Swiss pilot NdW, and DBC, a hijacker with aviation skills. Many NdW witnesses claimed he looked like
RWR (on 1979 news video), and you’ve proven RWR (with 1970 Army ID pic) matches DBC sketches.
It’s statistically impossible for 3 master criminals to all be operating within 100 miles, let alone 3 that
looked alike, had same flying skills and their arrivals/departures were synchronized like whack-a-mole.”
In comparing RWR’s ‘71 Army ID photo to FBI’s Sketch B, Inv. Campbell added: “There are 9 points of
match in brown eyes, ears, noses, mouths, frown lines, chins, brows, odd head shapes & male-pattern
baldness. It looks like sketch was traced from his photo.” (JC-4/18/15 email; ICTL-4/15/16, p. 74, bottom)
X – EX-WIFE #2 Linda Kunkel noticed RWR left his briefcase behind one day, and inside she found a disguise.
When confronted about it, her annoyed husband said the wig was to hide his baldness at business
meetings. But Linda said “he had nothing to say about the mustache.” (ICTL-5/24/74)
Y – RWR lover Mary YONTEL told a team member, when DBC came up, RWR would say, “Angel, don’t talk to
the psychologist, don’t talk to anyone… there’s no statute of limitations on skyjacking.’” (ICTL-10/1/15)
Z – When ZODIAC stopped killing in 1970, the FBI brass wondered if he’d changed identities and was now the
1971 hijacker DBC. Hoover’s lab does a writing comparison of both letter sets from these 2 narcissistic
sociopaths. FYI: Of course, no link was found. (ICTL-12/7/71; FBI Sect. 6, p. 270, DB Cooper 3729) ##

